
Linguistic Spaces within 
the Urban Fabric
Music, Story and Collective Imagination in New Orleans



“As we walk through our prosaic and relatively inhuman spaces 
of our cities, there are sites that have a greater potential to 
escape the hegemony of panoptic domination and technological 
control” 

Alberto Perez Gomez 
Architecture: The Space of Participation 





“the city may be understood as a collection of stories that have been recorded and continue to 
be written over time. The city becomes analogous to a book, a repository into which events are 
written.” 

Graham Livesey
Fictional Cities 









Congo Square



“Jazz is the power of now. There is no script. It’s conversation. 
The emotion is given to you by musicians as they make split-
second decisions to fulfill what they feel the moment requires.” –
Wynton Marsalis





McCrory’s Five n Dime 



Loews State Palace Theatre







How does architecture become literate when space is silent? 



“Hejduk revealed the very origins of architectural meaning. 
Architecture, like music, is an art of limits, an art of atmospheres 
that attune inhabitants with their world. It speaks to embodied 
consciousness, to a fully emotional and multisensory being, and 
not to a Cartesian mind through some semiotic model. It 
configures the limits between the world of language and the 
mute horizon beyond, the ever-present more-than-human world.”

John Hejduk’s Critical and Poetic Architecture











The Artifact





The Design
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